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We have designed and operated a circuit based on a large-area current-biased Josephson junction
whose two-lowest energy quantum levels are used to implement a solid-state qubit. The circuit
allows measurement of the qubit states with a fidelity of 85% while providing sufficient decoupling
from external sources of relaxation and decoherence to allow coherent manipulation of the qubit
state, as demonstrated by the observation of Rabi oscillations. This qubit circuit is the basis of a
scalable quantum computer.
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The question of the applicability of the laws of quan-
tum mechanics to macroscopic degrees of freedom trig-
gered some twenty years ago[1] the development of su-
perconducting junction circuits displaying quantum be-
havior at the level of their macroscopic electrical vari-
ables. Energy level quantization[2], macroscopic quan-
tum tunneling[3] and quantum superposition of states[4—
6] have indeed been observed in these “atom-like” cir-
cuits. More recently, the idea that quantum mechanics
could be used to manipulate information efficiently[7] has
boosted interest from a different perspective for such solid
state devices: the two-lowest energy states of these cir-
cuits could be used as a quantum bit (qubit) and scaled
to a full quantum computer through integrated-circuit
technology. However, as solid-state qubits are by ne-
cessity coupled to many electromagnetic degrees of free-
dom through bias and measurement wires, long coherence
times requires careful circuit design[8].

Circuits presently being explored combine in variable
ratios the Josephson effect and single Cooper-pair charg-
ing effects. When the Josephson energy is dominant,
these “flux circuits” are sensitive to external flux and
its noise[6, 9, 10]. Conversely, when the Coulomb en-
ergy is dominant the “charge circuits” can decohere from
charge noise generated by the random motion of offset
charges[11, 12]. For the intermediate-energy regime, a
circuit designed to be insensitive to both the charge and
flux bias has recently achieved[13] long coherence times
(500 ns), demonstrating the potential of superconducting
circuits.

In this letter, we present a new qubit designed around
a 10�m scale Josephson junction in which the charging
energy is very small, thus providing immunity to charge
noise. Although still sensitive to flux, the circuit retains
the quality of being tunable, and calculations indicate
that decoherence from flux noise is small. Built into the
circuit is a single-shot state measurement that has good
fidelity. However, the most significant advantage is that
scaling to more complex circuits will be favorable because

fabrication and operation of complex superconducting in-
tegrated circuits with large junctions are well established.
Moreover, the large junction capacitance enables qubits
to be capacitively coupled over relatively long distances,
allowing greater and more easily engineered interconnec-
tivity.

The quantum properties of the current-biased Joseph-
son junction (Figs. 1a and b) are well established[3].
With zero dc voltage across the junction, the Joseph-
son inductance and the junction capacitance form an an-
harmonic “LC” resonator in which the two lowest quan-
tized energy levels are the states of the qubit. Be-
cause the junction bias current � is typically driven
close to the critical current �0, the anharmonic poten-
tial can be well approximated by a cubic potential pa-
rameterized by the potential barrier height ∆�(�) =

FIG. 1: (a) Model for a current-biased Josephson junction.
(b) Cubic potential � showing qubit states and measurement
scheme. (c) Circuit diagram for qubit with high-impedance
current bias. Dashed box indicates components fabricated
on a superconducting integrated circuit. Microwaves are in-
jected via ��w. Component values are �0 ' 21�A, � ' 6 pF,
�0 ' 10�5�A, ��w ' 2 fF, ��w ' 50Ω, � ' 3�3 nH,
	 ' �
160, �� ' 0�4 nH, �� ' 2Ω� and �� ' 50Ω�
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3�2 and a (classical) plasma os-
cillation frequency at the bottom of the well ��(�) =

21�4 (2��0�Φ0�)
1�2 [1− ���0]

1�4, where Φ0 = ��2	.
Note that as � → �0, ∆� decreases rapidly to zero while
�� decreases much more slowly. The bound quantum
states |
i with energy �� can be observed spectroscopi-
cally by resonantly inducing transitions with microwaves
at frequencies ��� = ����~ = (�� −��) �~. For typi-
cal operation, the number of states in the well is approx-
imately ∆��~�� ∼ 3, the transition frequency between
qubit states is �10 ' 0�9��, and the separation of the two
lowest resonant frequencies is �10 − �21 ' 0�1�10. For
the |1i state the decay rate 1 ' Re� (�10)�� ≡ �10��
is approximately the classical rate of energy decay[14],
where Re� is the real (dissipative) part of the admit-
tance of the current bias and � is the oscillator quality
factor. The rates Γ� of tunneling out of states |
i are
given by Γ0 ' 52 (���2�)

p
∆��~�� exp [−7�2∆��~��]

and Γ�+1�Γ� ∼ 1000.
The qubit state can be fully manipulated with dc and

microwave pulses of bias current

�(�) = �dc + ��dc(�) + ��wc(�) cos�10�+ ��ws(�) sin�10�.

Under the condition that ��dc, ��wc, and ��ws are varied
in time slowly compared to 2��(�10 − �21) ∼ 1ns, the
dynamics of the system is restricted to the Hilbert space
spanned by the lowest two states and has a Hamiltonian
in the �10 rotating frame

� =b�� ��wc(�)p~�2�10��2+b�� ��ws(�)p~�2�10��2+b�� ��dc(�) (��10���dc)�2 ,
where b��	�	� are Pauli operators.
The measurement of the qubit state utilizes the es-

cape from the cubic potential via tunneling. To mea-
sure the occupation probability �1 of state |1i we pulse
microwaves at frequency �21, driving a 1 → 2 transi-
tion. The large tunneling rate Γ2 then causes state
|2i to rapidly tunnel. After tunneling, the junction be-
haves as an open circuit, and a dc voltage of the order
of the superconducting gap (∼ 1mV) appears across the
junction. This voltage is readily measured with a room-
temperature amplifier. Thus the occupation probability
�1 is equal to the probability �
 of observing a voltage
across the junction after the measurement pulse.
The manipulation of the qubit over many logic pulses

requires a large �. In turn, this imposes both a small
energy relaxation rate 1 and a small dephasing rate from
low frequency noise in the current bias. Both these con-
ditions are met by using a current bias with high im-
pedance from dc to frequencies & ���2� ∼ 10GHz. We
can obtain � & 105 for junctions of area ∼ 100�m2

(� ∼ 10pF) with 1�Re� & 160 kΩ. This cannot
be achieved with a conventional current bias since typ-

ical wire impedances at microwave frequencies are low
(∼ 100Ω).
Figure 1c shows a circuit that realizes this high-

impedance current bias using broadband transformers.
Because of the large loop inductance � À ��0 =
Φ0�2��0, the circuit creates a current divider from the
external biases to the bias current of the qubit junc-
tion � ' (���)�� + (����)�� . These current di-
viders produce transformations in 1�Re� of (���)2 and
(���� )

2. Here the “filter” junction (labeled �0) behaves
as an inductor[15] with value �� = Φ0�2��0 because its
current �� − (���)�� is made small by adjusting the bi-
ases such that �� ' (���)��. For the particular design
of Fig. 1c, a full calculation shows that the dominant dis-
sipation source gives 1�Re� ≈ (���� )

2�� ' 560 kΩ.
The qubit circuit of Fig. 1c is fabricated with a stan-

dard niobium tri-layer process using optical lithography.
The inductor � is a 6-turn spiral to minimize radia-
tion damping and to keep its self-resonant frequency
∼ 15GHz much larger than ���2�. The chip is mounted
inside a doubly shielded Cu and Al box anchored to the
mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator whose base tem-
perature is 25mK. The microwave line is attenuated
and bias lines heavily filtered with Cu powder and RC
filters[16]. Low-noise bias currents are generated with
resistors at 4K connected to optically-isolated battery-
powered voltage sources that have a total noise of approx-
imately 10ppm. The resistor �� limits the switching to
a sub-gap voltage ∼ 1mV to minimize the generation of
quasiparticles.
The initial test of this circuit measures the device pa-

rameters and finds optimum biasing. Figure 2 shows the
values of �� and �� at which the circuit switches into the
voltage state. Here the bias currents follow a triangular
trajectory, and the full range of currents is sampled by
sweeping in time the initial ratio of �� and ��. Analysis
of the circuit shows that the center of the vertical step
corresponds to the optimal bias condition �� = (���)��
discussed previously. At this point �0 = �� and the ratio

FIG. 2: Measurement of circuit parameters obtained from a
plot of the �� and �� values at which the circuit switches
to the voltage state. Solid arrows indicate trajectory of the
swept triangular bias for measurement mode. Dashed arrows
indicate optimal biasing for normal operation.
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FIG. 3: Measured escape rate Γ vs. junction bias cur-
rent � with 6�80GHz microwave irradiation. Lower in-
set shows detail of resonance for an additional frequency
6�78GHz. Widths of resonances correspond to 6�1MHz, giv-
ing � ' 1000. Upper inset illustrates the procedure for this
spectroscopy measurement.

of the two currents is ��� . The step height is 2�0 and its
slope is −���� . Multiple vertical lines at the step arise
from flux quantization in the superconducting loop[17],
with the line spacing in �� giving � .
We first determine the energy-level spacings and �

spectroscopically[2]. Figure 3 shows the measured es-
cape rate as a function of the qubit bias current � in
the presence of a microwave signal at a fixed frequency
��2� = 6�80GHz. A resonance is observed because �10
varies with current bias. The temperature � ' 25mK
is low enough so that without microwaves the measured
escape rate is consistent with the quantum-tunneling pre-
diction Γ0. The resonance in the escape rate arises from
the resonant increase in population of state |1i, which
tunnels at a higher rate than the ground state. Figure 3
also shows an expanded current scale for resonance curves
obtained with slightly different values of ��2�. The full
width at half maximum of these resonances is 6�1MHz,
implying a quality factor � ' 1000.
Figures 4—6 demonstrate preparation and measure-

ment of the qubit state. For these data � ' 350 and
a bias current is selected such that Γ ' 1�2 × 103 s−1
(∆��~�� ' 2�8) for no microwaves. The qubit remains
on resonance during the entire microwave pulse sequence
by using a current bias with a slow ramp rate.
The fidelity of the state measurement is determined

with the data of Fig. 4. State |1i is populated incoher-
ently via an excitation pulse with frequency �10, power
�10, and duration 0�7�s that is much longer than the co-
herence time. The state measurement pulse of duration
25ns is applied about 40ns before the end of the excita-
tion pulse to ensure the population does not decay before
measurement. We measure the probability �
 as the ratio

FIG. 4: Occupation probability 1 vs. microwave power �10
at frequency �10
2� = 6�9GHz, obtained for a measurement
pulse of frequency �21
2� = 6�28GHz, power �21 = 5, and
duration 25 ns. Power �10� �21 = 1 (a.u.) corresponds to
∼ 1 pW at ��w. Theory plotted as solid curve. Data
at low power indicate fidelity of |0i state preparation and
measurement better than 99%; saturation near 50% gives
fidelity of 85% for measurement of |1i state.

of the number of events that switch to the voltage state
during the measurement pulse to the total number of
events. For �10 = 0 we obtain �1 = 0�003. Figure 4 shows
a linear increase in population of state |1i with increasing
�10 until saturation occurs at �1 = 0�43 ± 0�05 for high
power. We see good agreement between the data and the
expected theoretical behavior �1 = 0�5�(1 + ������10),
where the saturation power ���� = 0�065 is chosen for
best fit. We think the slight decrease in �1 at the highest
power is due to off-resonant 1→ 2 transitions. The op-
timum setting of �21 is chosen by maximizing the ratio
of �
 between �10 ' 10���� and �10 = 0. These re-
sults imply that the |0i state is prepared and measured
with greater than 99% fidelity, whereas the |1i state is
measured with 85% fidelity.
The measured relaxation rate of state |1i is shown in

Fig. 5. Here �1 is obtained as in Fig. 4, but with a time
delay between excitation and measurement. We observe
non-exponential decay, initially with rate ∼ (20 ns)−1 but
later becoming significantly slower ∼ (300ns)−1.

FIG. 5: Occupation probability 1 of state |1i vs. time de-
lay ������ between excitation and measurement pulses. Two
values of initial-state population are obtained by varying the
power �10 of the excitation pulse.
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FIG. 6: Observation of Rabi oscillations from an excitation
pulse of 25 ns and frequency �10 followed by a measurement
pulse at frequency �21. Plot shows periodic modulation of 1
vs. microwave amplitude, as expected from theory. The am-
plitude of the oscillations are maximized by using an overlap
of 7 ns between the pulses.

Coherent manipulation of the qubit state is demon-
strated by the observation of Rabi oscillations[7], as
shown in Fig. 6. These data are obtained as in Fig. 4,
but with a 25ns excitation pulse that allows coherence to
be maintained during the pulse. The phase of the Rabi
oscillations is the product of the microwave amplitude
and pulse length. Because the coherence time is short,
the data of Fig. 6 is obtained by fixing the duration
of the pulse and varying the amplitude. For an ini-
tial pulse of 17 ns (data not shown), the Rabi oscillations
have similar magnitude but a period 1.36 times longer,
consistent within experimental uncertainties to the ratio
of the pulse widths. Full modulation of the oscillations
between 0 and 1 is expected without decoherence; the
observed amplitude of 15% points to a coherence time
of ∼ 10ns, consistent with our other observations.
The data in Figs. 4—6 consistently give a qubit coher-

ence time much shorter than the predicted value 4�s.
Clearly, a source of noise and dissipation other than
that of the circuit admittance must be present. The
non-exponential energy decay possibly indicates that the
qubit couples to a small number of other degrees of free-
dom that can transfer energy back to the qubit. We
also observe that the measured � randomly changes over
time by a factor of ∼ 2 when the junction is at base
temperature 25mK, and by a factor of ∼ 4 when heated
briefly to 300mK. These observations suggest that the
extra decoherence comes from dissipation in the thin
(∼ 2nm) capacitor formed by the tunnel junction, proba-
bly from trap states in niobium oxides. Since long coher-
ence and energy relaxation times have been measured in
Al�Al2O3�Al [13] and NbN�AlN�NbN [18] tunnel junc-
tions, we expect our qubit circuit will attain coherence
times � 1�s after improving or changing our junction
fabrication process.
In conclusion, we have devised a new Josephson-

junction circuit based on large-area junctions that is a
good candidate for a scalable solid-state quantum com-
puter. This circuit uses broadband impedance trans-

formers to isolate the qubit from dissipation of the
bias and measurement leads. Although decoherence is
stronger than expected, proper operation has been clearly
demonstrated. Observation of Rabi oscillations shows
coherent manipulation of the qubit states, and prepara-
tion and measurement is accomplished with high fidelity.
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